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The  special  characteristic  of  the  machine  consists in its 
variable  speed  operating   within   a  continuous    range 
(0.01 to 52 mm/min.). Speed change is  via keyboard. 
Platen speed is shown on the display.
Load and deformation (displacement) control: for test 
procedures requiring constant deformation rate, speed must 
be input at the start.
The closed loop control maintains this speed during the test 
irrespective of load.
Feedback control may also be extended to load so as to enable 
tests that require a constant load rate to be performed. In 
this case rate must be input at the start of the test: automatic 
control will ensure that this rate is maintained during the test 
irrespective of deformation.

Safety devices limit cylinder stroke while controlling stability 
measuring instrument and mould.
Max. vertical span: 800 mm, minimum 100 mm. 
Horizontal span: 380 mm.
Cylinder stroke: 100 mm.

Given the range of operating speeds, the machine can 
be used for other tests, such as compression tests on 
soil-bituminous mixes,  C.B.R., soil-cement mixes and 
fl exural test on concrete, mortar, natural stones, clay 
blocks and tiles, as well as for quick triaxial tests. 

The control system unit is our microprocessor-based, two 
channel EUROTRONIC with two extra channels as optional. 
When connected to a loading cell and transducer it controls 
the test, data acquisition, processing, storage, display as 
well as downloading to a PC. 
Specifi cations on the following pages.
Power: 220 V, 50 Hz, 1 ph, 1 kW. 

Dimensions: 520 x 550 x 1450 (h) mm. 
Weight: 160 kg. 

T 052/E 
testing machine 

Equipped 
for CBR test

AP 032/050 
load cell

AD 115/026
displacement transducer

T 630, T 630/2 
bracket and extension

BA 201 
penetration piston

T 628/A 
 CBR mould

T 052/E
 testing machine 

Equipped 
for Marshall test

AP 032/050 
load cell

AD 115/026
displacement transducer

T 630, T 630/2 
bracket and extension

BA 201 
penetration piston

B 005/T 
 breaking head

50 kN MARSHALL TESTING MACHINES

Tecnotest manufactures various models: a continuous, 
variable-speed machine (T 052/E), a six-speed machine  
(T 051), a fi xed-speed machine (B 050). 

T 052/E VARIABLE SPEED 
 TESTING MACHNE - 50 kN

The machine has to be completed with:
AP 032/050 LOAD CELL (50 kN)

AD 115/026 DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCER: 
25 mm travel (0,01)

BA 201 LOAD PENETRATION PISTON

T 630 - T 630/2 TRANSDUCER SUPPORTS

B 005/T MARSHALL MOULD

 ASTM D 1559  BS 598 AASHTO T 245  CNR 30  EN 12697-34
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B 050
BB 050
BA 201

B 005/A
T 628/E1
B 005/T

B 050
AD 200
AP 032/050
AD 115/026
T 630
T 630/2
BA 201
B 005/T

B 005/T
T 628/E1
B 005/A

B 005/T
AD 115/026
T 630/2
T 630
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The special characteristic of the machine consists in its 6 speeds 
(pre-set in a range from 0.6 to 50.8 mm/min.).
Speeds: 0.635 - 1 - 1.27 - 5 - 25.4 - 50.8 mm/min. 
The speed change is made via keyboard. 
Max vertical span 600 mm, minimum 100 mm. 
Horizontal span 380 mm. Ram travel 100 mm. 

Particularly suitable for the following tests: 
MARSHALL  Piston speed 2”/min. (50.8 mm)
HUBBARD-FIELD Piston speed 1”/min. (25.4 mm)
C.B.R. (ASTM)  Piston speed 0.05”/min. (1.27 mm)
C.B.R. (BS)  Piston speed 1 mm/min. 
UNCONFINED  Piston speed 0.025”/min. (0.635 mm)

The machine can be used for other tests. 
Power: 220 V, 50 Hz, single phase, 750 W. 
Dimensions: 520 x 550 x 1250 (h) mm. Weight: 156 kg. 
The machine is available in analog version. 

The machine (T 051 - B 050) is supplied without measuring 
devices or accessories for the test, all of which are 
mentioned below and should be ordered separately. 
The machine is available in analog and digital versions.

T 051
 testing machine  

BB 050 
load ring

BA 201 
penetration piston

B 005/A
bracket

T 628/E1 
dial gauge

B 005/T
breaking head

T 051 50 kN VARIABLE SPEED MACHINE
 (6 speeds)

B 050 MARSHALL TESTING MACHINE - 50 kN

The platen is raised at a constant rate by means of an electric 
motor. 
TEST SPEED 50.8 mm (2”)/minute. 
Maximum span between columns 280 mm. 
Vertical span: maximum 480 mm, minimum 300 mm. 
Safety devices limit cylinder stroke while controlling stability 
measuring instrument and mould. Magnetothermal switch and 
lever for upstroke/downstroke of the test platen. 
Power: 220 V, 50 Hz, single phase, 750 W. 
Dimensions: 500 x 450 x 1400 (h) mm. Weight: 110 kg. 

Accessories for Marshall test:
B 005/T BREAKING HEAD, cast iron

 Dimensions: 140 x 165 x 175 (h) mm
Weight: 7.5 kg
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Extensometric, type - high precision - stainless steel made, 
cylindrical shape, thermic compensation.

Linearity - hysteresis    ≤ ± 0.03 % F.S.
Repeatability   (%) ≤ ± 0.01 F.S.
Nominal sensitivity  (mV/V) 2 
Supply voltage   (V) 10 
Protection class (EN 60529) IP67

RANGE OF TECNOTEST LOAD CELLS

LOAD MEASURING SYSTEMS

LOAD PROVING RINGS
The   proving   rings   are   used   as calibration  instruments 
(dynamometers) and load measuring devices for  laboratory 
testing machines. Made of special steel subjected to heat-
treatment to improve the elastic properties. A dial gauge 
(RAMBOLD original) is positioned within the proving ring 
to read its deformation which is expressed in 0.001 mm. 
Each BA model proving ring (with relevant dial gauge) is 
calibrated by an Accredited Laboratory which releases a 
CALIBRATION CERTIFICATE.  The BB model proving rings 
are calibrated in Tecnotest’s laboratory and are supplied with 
in-house certifi cate.

RANGE OF TECNOTEST LOADING RINGS

MODELS NEWTON KG

BA 001 BB 001 1000 100

BA 002 BB 002 2000 200

BA 003 BB 003 3000 300

BA 005 BB 005 5000 500

BA 006 BB 006 6000 600

BA 010 BB 010 10000 1000

BA 020 BB 020 20000 2000

BA 030 BB 030 30000 3000

BA 040 BB 040 40000 4000

BA 050 BB 050 50000 5000

EXTENSOMETRIC LOAD CELLS

MODELS NEWTON CAPACITY KG CAPACITY

AP 032/003 3500 350

AP 032/005 5000 500

AP 032/010 10000 1000

AP 032/025 25000 2500

AP 032/050 50000 5000

AP 032/075 75000 7500

AP 032/100 100000 10000

FLOW READING SYSTEMS

ANALOG

T 628/E DIAL GAUGE, 30 mm TRAVEL - 0.01 DIVISIONS

T 630 BRACKET FOR DIAL GAUGE/TRANSDUCER 
WITH MICROMETRIC SCREW FOR ZERO SETTING

ELECTRIC

AD 115/026 POTENTIOMETRIC TRANSDUCER
25 mm TRAVEL , 0.01 SENSITIVITY

AD 115/011 POTENTIOMETRIC TRANSDUCER
10 mm TRAVEL , 0.01 SENSITIVITY

T 630 BRACKET FOR DIAL GAUGE/TRANSDUCER 
WITH MICROMETRIC SCREW 

FOR ZERO SETTING

T 630/2 EXTENSION TO T 630 FOR TRANSDUCER
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COMPUTERISED MARSHALL TEST

By using transducers and microprocessor-based 
EUROTRONIC control and readout units, it is possible to 
implement an automatic test data acquisition system thus 
enabling such data to be subsequently processed to provide 
a hardcopy of certifi cate. 

A computer and graphic printer are indispensable. 

Required accessories are as follows: 
AD 050/001 Data Acquisition Software
AD 225/017 “Marshall” program for WINDOWS 
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B 006

B 007/16

B 007

B 007/15

B 007/10
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B 008 + transducer

N.B.: B 008 - B 009 need an additional channel (AD 202) for 
the Eurotronic which has to be requested upon ordering.

“INDIRECT TENSILE TEST”

B 006 COMPRESSION DEVICE FOR ø 100 mm (4”)

For determining the splitting tensile strength and the strain 
of a Marshall specimen. The apparatus is complete with 
bearers for ø 100 mm (4”) samples. 
Interchangeable bearers for other diameters are available.
Dimensions: 210 x 210 x 260 (h) mm. Weight: 7 kg. 

B 007 DEVICE FOR ø 150 mm (6”)

Identical to the previous one, but complete with berears for  
ø 150 mm (6”). 
Interchangeable bearers for other diameters are available.
Dimensions: 210 x 210 x 260 (h) mm. Weight: 7 kg. 

B 008 DEVICE FOR ø 100 mm (4”)

The apparatus designed by Tecnotest, includes the mobile 
support for horizzontally positioned transducer. 
The transducer, which is supplied separately, is suffi cient 
to obtain horizontal deformation measurement without 
needing to resort to the mean of two diametrically 
opposed measurements. 
Interchangeable bearers for other diameters are available.
Dimensions: 210 x 390 x 260 (h) mm. Weight: 7 kg.

B 009 DEVICE FOR ø 150 mm (6”)

Identical to the previous one, but complete with berears for  
ø 150 mm (6”). 
Interchangeable bearers for other diameters are available.
Dimensions: 210 x 390 x 260 (h) mm. Weight: 10 kg.

Accessories for B 006 - B 007 - B 008 - B 009: 
B 007/10 Kit of two bearers for ø 100 mm (4”)
B 007/15 Kit of two bearers for ø 150 mm (6”)
 B 007/16 Kit of two bearers for ø 160 mm 
AD 115/026 Displacement transducer 

 25 mm travel (0.01)
AD 225/019 Software “indirect tensile test”

 CNR 134 EN 12697-23
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T 052/E
Multitest
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Unconfi ned test

Quick triaxial test Compression test 
on cement/mortar

Flexure test 
on cement/mortar

Natural stones
 fl exure test

Uniaxial test on soils

CBR test

Asphalt indirect tensile test
Horizontal deformation test 

Asphalt indirect 
tensile test

Marshall test Punching test 
for clay blocks

Concrete beam fl exure test

Tiles and blocks fl exure test
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BUYER'S GUIDE

ANALOG DIGITAL ANALOG DIGITAL

TESTING MACHINE (50 kN) FIXED SPEED FIXED SPEED N.6 SPEEDS VARIABLE SPEEDS
Marshall testing machine B 050 B 050 T 051 T 052/E
Penetration piston BA 201 BA 201 BA 201 BA 201
Bracket for dial gauge B 005/A T 630 B 005/A T 630

LOAD TRANSDUCER MEASUREMENT
Proving ring (50 kN) BB 050 BB 050
Load cell (50 kN) AP 032/050 AP 032/050
Digital readout unit - EUROTRONIC AD 200

DEFORMATION MEASUREMENT
Dial gauge, 10 mm travel T 628/E1 T 628/E1
Electronic transducer, 25 mm travel AD 115/026 AD 115/026
Extension to T 630 for transducer T 630/2 T 630/2

DATA ACQUISITION (suitable PC and printer are required)
Acquisition software AD 050/001 AD 050/001
“Marshall” Software for Windows AD 225/017 AD 225/017

“MARSHALL” TEST
Breaking head B 005/T B 005/T B 005/T B 005/T

“C.B.R.” TEST
Dial gauge, 25 mm travel T 628/E
Bracket for dial gauge T 630
“C.B.R.” Software for Windows AD 225/011

INDIRECT TENSILE TEST (EN) 
Compression device
(Ø 100 mm sample) B 006 B 006 B 006 B 006

UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TEST
Compression plate T 630/5 T 630/5
Dial gauge/transducer holder T 630/3 T 630/3
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EUROTRONIC (AD 200)

DATA ACQUISITION - PROCESSING -
STORAGE - DISPLAY

500000 nominal resolution points
340 storable fi les

2 channels (standard) plus 2 extra channels (optional)
Compressive, fl exural, tensile tests and calibration 

using standard and completely automatic machines.

Eurotronic is the only instrument on the market that has 
a numerical keypad to facilitate data entry.
Numbers are entered at the touch of a key rather than 
having to scroll through a long list using arrow keys!

EUROTRONIC

A versatile, high performing metrological instrument which 
uses a 24 bit A/D converter for each input. Basic confi guration 
comprises 2 channels for as many electric transducers, 
whether of the bridge or potentiometric type; a card can be 
supplied as an option in those cases where an extra pair 
of channels are required. In order to achieve the required 
stability, the rated 24 bits (more than 16 million points) are 
processed to simulate 19 bits which result in a resolution of 
approx. 500000 points.
The instrument is fi tted with several ports: 2 serial ports RS 
232 (one of which may be confi gured as RS 485), 10 ON/OFF 
logic outputs and  4 ON/OFF logic inputs, 12 bit proportional 
output for connecting machines requiring a closed loop 
feedback system and 1 input for uploading new software from 
a PC. A large, non volatile memory for test programs and 
results allows up to 340 tests to be stored. The user interface 
comprises a 16000 pixel graphic display lit from behind; the 
lower part is comprised of symbols indicating the functions 
attributed by the software to the  5 keys located beneath. 
A numeric keypad enables data to be input in a practical,       
no-nonsense manner, while a further set of keys are 
dedicated to the most common operations. 
Power supply is 12 V D.C. via external adaptor using mains 
supply plug 220 V – 50//60 Hz.
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AD 202 EXTRA CHANNEL FOR EUROTRONIC

AD 203 N. 2 EXTRA CHANNELS FOR EUROTRONIC

AD 013 PRINTER FOR EUROTRONIC

SOFTWARE

The instrument’s versatility is enhanced by the variety 
of testing programs installed at the factory. In particular, 
routines for compressive and fl exural tests for cement and 
cement mixes are available, as well as splitting tests for 
paving blocks, tensile testing of metals, CBR and unconfi ned 
testing of soils, Marshall tests and indirect tensile tests of 
bituminous mixes. 
Two programs are also available for other, non-specialised 
tests, such as load and speed control. 
Each program has its own particular features: the simpler 
programs allow display and transmission of current 
measurements, memorisation of peak load at failure, storage 
of results. 
Programs dedicated to specifi c tests require specimen 
dimensions to be input as well as load pace in some cases 
(so as to activate the load pacer on the display or the 
feedback system in a fully automatic model) or anything else 
prescribed in the reference Standards. 
The user may choose whether to display current values in 
numeric or graphic form and data may be transmitted to a PC. 
If the test is being performed in order to determine strength 
of specimen at failure, the corresponding value is calculated 
at the end of the test using an algorithm; data acquisition 
is interrupted automatically and the result is shown on the 
display ready for storage or printout as required. 
SI units of measurement are used. Where more complex 
tests are involved, such as CBR or Marshall tests, data may 
be processed, curves corrected and so on as indicated in 
the reference Standards so that fi nal results are obtained 
directly from the instrument. 
Two languages may be selected (Italian or English). 
A series of routines may be accessed using a password so 
as to complete setup of the instrument and, obviously, to 
enable calibration of the sensors connected to it.

CALIBRATION

Calibration is particularly simple in that there is no need to 
calculate coeffi cients, enter them by hand or proceed by 
trial and error etc.
In practice, the user is invited to explore the whole readout 
range then to press a key when the sample dynamometer 
indicates exactly 0, 10%, 20%...90%, 100% relative to full 
potential of machine.
Running through the same loads outside the calibration 
routine, data are obtained that are almost perfectly congruous 
with the reference instrument. The same applies for different 
loads, given that the interpolation is made between datum 
points that are as close as possible to current value.


